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Introduction. Let X be a differentiable manifold of finite or infinite dimension,

/a continuous mapping of X into X. f is said to be a compact mapping if f(X)

is relatively compact in X while / is said to be locally compact if each point x

of X has a neighborhood Nx such that f(Nx) is relatively compact in X.

We are concerned in the present paper with sufficient conditions for the exist-

ence of fixed points of compact and locally compact mappings of manifolds,

especially those of infinite dimension. The questions which we wish to answer

are the following:

(1) Iff is a compact self-mapping of an acyclic manifold X, does f have

a fixed point in XI

(2) Iffis a compact self-mapping of a manifold X, does the Lefschetz fixed

point theorem hold for /?

(3) Let f be a locally compact mapping of a manifold X such that for some

positive integer m,fm(X) is relatively compact in X. Then can we assert

that f has a fixed point!

For Banach spaces X, the affirmative answer to question (1) is the well-known

Schauder fixed point theorem [21]. An affirmative result for question (3) for

Banach spaces was obtained by the writer in [3]. For Banach spaces, question (2)

is obliquely related to the Leray-Schauder theory of topological degree [20]

for completely continuous displacements.

The principal results of the present paper are affirmative answers to questions

(1), (2), and (3) for a broad class of manifolds which includes all manifolds which

can be imbedded as neighborhood retracts in Banach spaces. More specifically

we have the following :

Theorem (Theorem 3 of §1). Let f be a compact mapping of the metric space

X where X can be imbedded as a neighborhood retract of a Banach space E.

Then the Lefschetz number

A(/)= 2 (-l)*tr</.,)
s=0

is well-defined (where f^ is the homomorphism induced by f on HS(X), the

s-dimensional singular homology group of X with rational coefficients). If

A(f) ¥=0, f has a fixed point in X. If X is acyclic, A(/) = 1.
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Some examples of acyclic manifolds X satisfying the hypotheses of the above

theorem are the following : Let E be an infinite dimensional Banach space, S(E) the

unit sphere {w | u e E, | u || = 1} in E, D(E) the open (or closed) unit ball in E. Then

Xy   =    E-   \jYy,
y

X2 = S(E) - (J Yy,
y

X3 =D(E)- \jYy,
y

X, = U(H) - (J Yy
y

axe examples, where H is an infinite dimensional Hubert space, U(H) the unitary

group on H in the norm topology, and in each space, {Yy} is a locally finite family

of open subsets homeomorphic by hy to open balls in infinite dimensional Banach

spaces Ey such that hy can be extended to a homeomorphism of the boundaries.

As far as question (3) is concerned we have the following result:

Theorem (Theorem 11 of §2). Let X be a space which can be imbedded as a

retract of a space Y such that for each compact subset K of Y there exist a compact

acyclic set Ay and a compact absolute neighborhood retract A2bothcontaining

K. (In particular, Y may be any Banach space.) Let f be a locally compact self-

mapping of X with fm(X) relatively compact in X for some positive integer m.

Then f has a fixed point in X.

Xy, X2, and X3 above are examples of spaces satisfying the hypotheses of

this last theorem.

§1 is devoted to the study of compact mappings. We give a general theory

of the Lefschetz number for compact mappings of a topological space X which

can be imbedded as a retract of a space Xy such that every compact subset K

of X is contained in a Lefschetz space F contained in Xy. (Y is a Lefschetz space

if the Lefschetz fixed point theorem holds for all continuous self-mappings of

Y.) In Theorem 1, we show that the Lefschetz fixed point theorem holds for

all compact mappings of such spaces. In a Corollary, we observe that if such

a space is acyclic, every compact self-mapping / of X has a fixed point. The other

results of §1, follow by specialization from Theorem 1. In Theorems 8 and 9,

we show that every closed C3 submanifold of a Banach space E admitting C3

partitions of unity falls in this class of spaces(2).

(2) Added in proof. The writer has been informed in a recent letter from J. Ellis (commenting

upon a preprint of the present paper) that the latter had earlier obtained independently a proof

of a result stronger than Theorems 8 and 9, namely for C° manifolds modeled on F-spaces. This

result follows directly from Theorem 3 if one uses the known result (which may be derived

easily from results of Hanner) that such manifolds may be imbedded as neighborhood retracts

of Banach spaces.
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§2 is devoted to the study of locally compact mappings such that fmiX) is

relatively compact for some m > 1. Here the basic general result is Theorem 11

stated above.

The extensive use of retraction properties in the present paper is related in

its general concept to its slightly different use in the study of the local fixed point

index by Browder [2], Leray [18], [19], and Deleanu [8]. The proofs of the re-

sults of §2 are an adaptation and extension of the techniques applied in Banach

spaces by the writer in Browder [2], [6], [7]. Other results on the local fixed

point index are developed in Leray [17] and Browder [4], [5]. We apply general

properties of compact metric absolute neighborhood retracts as given in Kura-

towski [13] and Lefschetz [16] and, in particular, our discussion is based on the

classical forms of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem for such spaces as established

in Lefschetz [15], [16]. In applying our results to particular infinitedimensional

manifolds, we make essential use of theorems of Dugundji [9] and of Kuiper [12].

A recent survey of results in general fixed point theory is given by Van der

Walt [22].

The writer is indebted to Stephen Smale for stimulating the writer's interest

in fixed point theorems for infinite dimensional manifolds and for making him

acquainted with some of the results of [1] and [14] applied at the conclusion

of §1.

1. Let X be a topological space. For each integer s ^ 0, we denote by HsiX)

the s-dimensional singular homology group of X with coefficients in the field F

of rational numbers. If / is a continuous mapping of X into Y, we denote by

/+s the induced homomorphism of HS(X) into HS(Y). HsiX) and HS(Y) are

vector spaces over F and/„^ is a linear mapping of HsiX) into HS(Y).

Definition 1. If V is a vector space over F (of possibly infinite dimension),

h a linear mapping of V into V, then h is said to have a trace if h(V) is of finite

dimension. The trace of h, trr(h), is defined to be equal to the trace of h re-

stricted to any subspace Vx of finite dimension in V which contains /¡(I7).

To deal with the properties of the trace, we need the following well-known

elementary fact:

Lemma 1.   Let Vy and V2 be vector spaces of finite dimension, hy a linear

map of Vy into V2, h2 a linear map of V2 into Vy.

Then

trvXh2ohy) = trV2ihyoh2).

Definition 2. Let f be a continuous self-mapping of X. Then the Lefschetz

number A(f) off is said to exist iff*s = 0 except for a finite number of s 5; 0,

while fi*, has a trace in the sense of Definition 1 for each s 5: 0.

The Lefschetz number A(/) is then defined by
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A(/)=   Z(-l)'tr(/+s)    .
s = 0

Definition 3. Y is said to be a Lefschetz space if for each continuous self-

mapping f of Y, A(f) is defined and if A(f) ^ 0, then f has a fixed point.

Theorem 1. Let f be a continuous mapping of the topological space X

into X. Suppose that there exists a topological space Xy, a subset Y of Xy,

and an imbedding j of X in Xy such that all the following conditions hold:

(a) j(X) is a retract of Xy,

(b) F is a Lefschetz space,

(c) j(f(X))cz Y.

Then A(f) exists and if A(f) # 0, f has a fixed point in X.

Corollary to Theorem 1. Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of

Theorem 1, we assume also that X is pathwise connected and one of the following

conditions hold:

(i)   every singular s-cycle in f(X) for s^l bounds in X,

(ii) f(X) is contractible to a point in X.

Then A(f) = 1 and f has a fixed point.

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1, we remark the following useful

fact:

Lemma 2. // Y is a Lefschetz space, then HS(Y) is of finite dimension for

all s 5; 0 and HS(Y) # 0 only for a finite number of values of s ^ 0.

Proof of Lemma 2.    If iy is the identity map of Y, then A(ty) exists. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. By identifying X with its image under j in Xx, we may

assume without loss of generality that I is a subset of Xx, j is the injection

map of X into Xx, and / maps X into a subset of X n Y.

Let k be the injection map of y into Xx, r the retraction map of Xx on X.

By considering the image of x in X under/as an element of y we obtain from/

a map fx of X into Y. Set

g = jofo r: Xi -*Xi,

gx  = fxo r: Xx -> Y,

g2 = gxoK: Y^ Y.

Then

g*s = j*s ° (f° r)*s

and since y is a Lefschetz space, the image of j^s is of finite dimension and # 0

only for a finite number of values of s, s ^ 0. Hence the same is true for g#s,

i.e., A(g) is well-defined.
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Since / = ro go j, we have for all s^zO,

7*s   =    *"*s ° ?*i° Jits-

Since g„.s has  a  finite dimensional image for each s2r.O, and g^s = 0 except

for a finite number of values of s, the same is true of f%s. Hence A(/) exists.

Since g = jofo r, we have

From the fact that roj = ix, we have

so that jti is injective and Hs(Xy) splits into the sum

HjC*i) = /JTO + Kcr(r„).

On j^H^X)), g„,s may be written as

Hence tr (g„s) = tr (/*,) for each s^O, so that A(g)=A(/).

Suppose now that A(/) # 0. Then A(g) / 0. On the other hand,

g = koigy

while

g2 = glo k.

Hence

and

*s ^  ^*s-(ft)*,   =    (ft^Ofe

By the definition of the trace (Definition 1),

trfe«)   =  ttyjgj

where Vs = /c^.s(//s(T)). K. is of finite dimension since Y is a Lefschetz space.

We have

Or«.)*,. fs -> »¿y).

and

(fts| V)   =   kso igy\s,

(ft)*      =    (ft)*s °  fc, •
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Applying Lemma 1 with VX = VS, V2 = HS(Y), we find that

tr((g2)*s) = tx(g*s\Vs) = tx(g*s)

so that

Mgz) = A(g).

If A(g)=í 0, A(g2) t^ 0. Since g2 is a continuous self-mapping of the Lefschetz

space y, g2 has a fixed point y0 in Y. Hence y0 =f(r(y0)) so that

y0 = f(y0)-     Q-E.D.

Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 1. The mapping/may be written in the form

/ = Ji°/i>

where fx is the obvious map of X into f(X) induced by /, jx the injection map

off(X) into X.

If (i) holds, /„ = 0 for every s ^ 1. Hence f%s = 0 for every s ^ 1. Thus

A(/) = tr(/,0) = 1,

and the existence of a fixed point for/follows from Theorem 1. Obviously con-

dition (ii) implies condition (i).     Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.    The following types of topological spaces are all Lefschetz spaces:

(a) compact metric absolute neighborhood retracts;

(b) convexoid spaces (i.e., compact spaces having arbitrarily fine finite

closed coverings each of whose elements is acyclic and such that any nonempty

intersection of elements of a given covering is also an element of that covering);

(c) a finite union of compact convex subsets of a Banach space;

(d) a finite union of compact convex subsets of a locally convex linear space E;

(e) retracts of Lefschetz spaces.

Proof of Lemma 3. Part (a) was proved by Lefschetz [16]. Part (b) is included

in the results of Leray [17].

For the proof in case (c)(3) it suffices, by the result already obtained for case

(a), to show that each finite union of compact convex subsets of a Banach space E

is a compact metric absolute neighborhood retract (ANR). We note first that

by a result of Klee [11], every compact convex subset of a Banach space is homeo-

morphic to the Hubert parallelotope and hence is an absolute retract. By a

theorem of Aronszajn and Borsuk (cf. [13, p. 260], if Ax and A2 axe two compact

ANR's contained in a space E and if AXC\A2 is an ANR, then so is AXKJ Ax.

If {Kx,---,Km} is our family of compact convex subsets of E, we may assume

without loss of generality that each nonempty intersection of a subfamily of

(3) Strictly speaking, the result of (d) includes (c) but we give a simpler and more easily

verifiable proof for this case which is the essential one in the applications below.
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the K/s is also a member of the family and that if K} c Kk, then ; ^ k. We

then prove by induction on r (r z% m) that each union of the form

(J Km;    jik) z% r
k

is an ANR. For r — I, the result follows from the fact that Ky is an absolute

retract. Suppose it is true for (r — 1). To show that it is true for r, we must show

that

(   U       «m) U   Kr
\j(k)<r-l I

is an ANR. The union in the round bracket is an ANR by the inductive assump-

tion. We have

*M    U    */<*>)-     U     Km>
\   j(k)gr-l I i'»)* -1

which is also an ANR by the inductive assumption. Hence by the theorem of

Aronszajn and Borsuk, U/Wár^K*) *s a^so an ANR, the inductive step is proved,

and each finite union of compact convex subsets of a Banach space is an ANR.

For the proof in case (d), we observe that each compact convex subset K in

a locally convex linear topological space is contractible. Moreover, given an

open covering a of K, we may find a finite covering ß of K by closed convex

sets which refines a.lf ß = {N¡,---,Nm} then we may replace Nj by K¡ = N¡r\K

to obtain a covering by compact convex sets, each of which is contractible and

all of whose intersections are contractible. Since contractible sets are acyclic,

K is a convexoid space. Moreover, any finite union of A^'s may be decomposed

as above into a finite union of small compact convex sets. Hence each finite union

of compact convex subsets of a locally convex linear space is convexoid. Since

convexoid spaces are Lefschetz spaces by part (b), the conclusion of (d) follows.

To prove (e), let X be a Lefschetz space, Y a retract of X, r the retraction

map of X on Y, j the injection map of Tinto X. Since roj = xY, we have

r*s ° J*s = l*s anc* smce tne image of j^.s is finite dimensional and nontrivial

only for finitely many s^O, it follows that HsiY) is of finite dimension and

HS(Y) ̂  0 only for finitely many values of s. Thus for a self-mapping / of Y,

A(/) is always defined.

Let g=jofor:X-*X. For each s ^ 0,

g*s   =  J*s° f *s° r*s-

By Lemma 1,

tr(g*s) = tr(jtso(/isorJ)

= tríj* o rm o;*)  = tr(/,).
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Hence

A(/) = A(g).

If A(/) # 0, we have A(g) # 0 so that g has a fixed point x0 since X is a Lef-

schetz space. However

*o = f(r(x0))

so that x0e y, r(x0) = x0, and x0 is a fixed point of/. Q.E.D.

Definition 3. A continuous map f of X into X is said to be compact iff(X)

is contained in a compact subset of X.

Definition 4. A compact mapping f of X into X is said to be smooth if there

exists an imbedding j of X in a space Xx such that j(X) is a retract of Xx and

there exists a Lefschetz space Y contained in Xx such that

j(f(X)) cz y.

Theorem 2. Let f be a compact smooth mapping of X into X. Then A(f)

exists and if A(f) # 0, / has a fixed point in X.

If in addition, every singular cycle in f(X) bounds in X and X is pathwise

connected, then A(/) = 1 and f has a fixed point in X.

Proof of Theorem 2. This is just a restatement in the new terminology of

Theorem 1 and its Corollary.

Theorem 3. Let f be a compact mapping of X into X and suppose that X

can be imbedded in a Banach space E so that X is the retract of an open neigh-

borhood UofXinE. Then f is smooth, A(f) is well-defined, and i/A(/)#0,

/ has a fixed point in X. If X is acyclic A(f) = 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let K be a compact subset of X containing/(x). It suffices

by Theorem 2 to construct a Lefschetz space Y contained in U which contains K.

We construct Y as the union of a finite number of compact convex subsets of

E, which is a Lefschetz space by Lemma 3(c). Each point x of K has a closed

convex neighborhood Nx contained in U. A finite family of such neighborhoods

{Nx,N2,---,Nm} covers K. Let Kj be the convex closure of the compact set

Kd Nj. Kj is compact and convex, while K¡ cz NjCzU. Hence

m

Y=[JKj.

is our desired Lefschetz space. Q.E.D.

A similar argument using Lemma 3(d) instead of Lemma 3(c) gives the fol-

lowing result:

Theorem 4. Let f be a compact continuous self-mapping of the space X

and suppose that X may be imbedded as a neighborhood retract in the locally
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convex linear topological space E, where E is quasi-complete (i.e., bounded

closed sets of E are complete). Then f is smooth, A(/) exists, and if A(/) ^ 0,

f has a fixed point in X.

Theorem 5. Let E be an infinite dimensional Banach space, S(£) its unit

sphere

SiE) =  {u\ueE, \\u\\  -  1}.

Let f be a compact mapping of S(E) into itself. Then f has a fixed point.

Proof of Theorem 5. By a theorem of Dugundji [9], there exists a retraction of

the closed disk £>(£) = {u | ueE, || m | g 1} onto SiE). Since £(£) is a neigh-

borhood retract in E and is contractible, it follows by Theorem 3 that /is smooth,

A(/) exists, and S(£) is acyclic.

Hence A(/) = 1 and/has a fixed point. Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.   Let X be any one of the following:

(a) an infinite dimensional Banach space E.

(b) SiE),

(c) DiE),

(d) an acyclic neighborhood retract in a Banach space E.

Suppose that {Yy} is a locally finite family of open subsets of X which are

pairwise disjoint and such that for each y, fy ithe closure of Y in X) is homeo-

morphic to DiEy)for some infinite dimensional Banach space Ey under a homeo-

morphism h which carries S(£y) onto the boundary Y of Yy in X.

Let X2 = X — [JyYy and let f be a compact map of X2 into X2. Then f

has a fixed point in X2.

Proof of Theorem 6. By Theorem 3, it suffices to show.that X2 is a retract of X.

We define the retraction r by noting that by the theorem of Dugundji [9] applied

above, Yy is a retract of fy.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 7. Let H be an infinitely dimensional Hilbert space, UiH) the

group of unitary operators on H in the norm topology. Let f be a compact con-

tinuous map of UiH) into itself. Then f has a fixed point.

Proof of Theorem 7. Let L(/T) be the space of bounded linear operators on H

with the norm topology, GUfT) the open subset of LLH) consisting of invert -

ible operators, UiH) the subset of unitary operators. To prove Theorem 6, it

suffices by Theorem 2 and 3 to prove that UiH) is a retract of GLLH) and that

for s ^ 1, each singular cycle in UiH) bounds. The second fact follows from a

recent result of N. Kuiper [12] that nfiUiH)) = 0 for all ; ^ 1 together with

the Hurewicz theorem. For the first, we remark that every A in GLiH) may be

written uniquely in the form
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A =  U\A\

where \A\ = (A*A)1/2. If the map A-*U is continuous in norm, it provides

the necessary retraction.

To prove that the mapping A -* U is norm continuous, it suffices since

L7 = ^4|/4|-1 to show that the map /4->|/l| is continuous in norm. Since

\a\2 = A*A where the latter is norm-continuous in A, it suffices to show that

the map |/1|2-^|A| is norm-continuous or more generally that over the set of

bounded self-adjoint operators B with B^I, the mapping B-*B112 is norm-

continuous.

Let C be a smooth Jordan curve in the complex plane which contains the seg-

ment [1,|Bo|] m tne interior and is symmetric under the map £->(. For self-

adjoint operators B close to B0 in norm, the spectrum of B will lie inside C.

We form

Bx = ~ ( kmiXI-Bfidk.
2m jc

Then B* = BX, B2 = B and Bx ^0. Hence Bx is the unique positive square

root of B. It follows easily from the integral formula that Bx = B112 is norm

continuous in B. Q.E.D.

By an infinite dimensional manifold modeled on the Banach space E is meant

(Lang [14]) a Hausdorff space X carrying an atlas of coordinate charts on B,

i.e., with a given family {Uj,<bf} where Uj is an open subset of X and qbj is a

homeomorphism of \J¡ on the open unit ball B in E (B = {u | u e E, || u | < 1}).

X is said to be a manifold of class C, s ^ 1, if for each pair of charts (¡Jj,4>f)

and (Uk,(bk) such that U} n Uk # 0, the mapping (bk(b']1 is a diffeomorphism

of class Cs of (bj(Uj n Uk) onto (bk(Uj n Uk). If X and Fare manifolds of class

Cs, the continuous mapping / of X into Y is said to be of class Cs if for each

coordinate chart (Uj,(bf) on X and (Vk,if/k) on Y such that f(Uf)O Vk # 0,

the mapping

<K0/° <l>Jl

is a mapping of class Cs from <bj(U¡ n/_1(Ft)) into if/k(Vk).

If X is a manifold of class Cs, s Ï; 1, x a point of X, we consider curves of

class C starting at x (i.e., Cs-maps g of the unit interval [0,1] into X such that

g(0) = x). Two such curves g and gx are said to be equivalent if for a coordinate

chart (U,(b) at x, <bo g and qb o gx have the same tangent vector at 0. The tangent

space Tx to X at x consists of the set of equivalence classes of curves in X at x

with a linear structure obtained from its identification with the tangent vectors

of the curves (bo g at (b(x) in E. To each differentiable map / of X into Y, there

corresponds a linear map dfx of Tx, the tangent space to X at x, into Tf(x), the
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tangent space to Y at fix), where dfx assigns to the equivalence class of

curve g: (/, 0)->iX,x) in X, the equivalence class of the curve/o g:(/,0)->(y,/(x)).

A mapping h of X into Y of class Cs, s S; 1, is said to be an imbedding of X

as a submanifold of class Cs in Y if h is homeomorphism of X on hiX) and if

for each point xofl, dfx is an injective map of Tx into Tflx). We say that X is

imbedded as a closed submanifold of 7 if h(X) is closed in Y. An open neighbor-

hood U of X in y is said to be a tubular neighborhood if there exists a fibre bundle

M over X whose fibre is a Banach space and an open neighborhood V of the

zero section of M which is homeomorphic to U. We may obviously assume

that X is a deformation retract of U.

Theorem 8. Let X be a closed C3-submanifold of the Banach space E,

where E admits C2 partitions of unity. Then X is a neighborhood retract of E

and for every compact mapping f of X into X, A(/) exists and the Lefschetz

fixed point theorem is valid for f.

Proof of Theorem 8. The retraction property follows from the theorem on

the existence of a tubular neighborhood of X in E under the hypotheses of

Theorem 8 [14], [1, p. 73]. The remaining conclusion follows from Theorem 3.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 9. Every paracompact separable C3-manifold modeled on a sep-

arable Banach space Ey with C3 partitions of unity can be C3-imbedded as a

closed submanifold of a Banach space E with C3 partitions of unity. For such

a manifold, the conclusion of Theorem 8 holds.

Proof of Theorem 9. The proof is essentially identical with the proof of Theorem

7.4 of [1] for the case where £. is a separable Hubert space.

2. In the present section, we establish the extension of some of the results

of §1 to mappings / which need no longer be compact but such that / is locally

compact and fm is compact for some integer m > 1. The results obtained below

generalize and strengthen corresponding results of the writer [3], [6], [7] for

self-mappings of Banach spaces.

Our basic tool is the following theorem, which was stated without proof as

Theorem 3 of [7].

Theorem 10. Let X0 be a compact absolute neighborhood retract, Xy an

open subset of X0,X2 a compact subset of Xy. Let f be a continuous mapping

of Xy into X0, m a positive integer such that fm is defined on X2 and

rÇQ/iXi)) <= X3 c IntLY2)

(where lntiX2) is the interior of X2 with respect to X0) and X3 is acyclic.

Then f has a fixed point in X2.
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Proof of Theorem 10. Let SI be the directed set of finite open coverings a of

^0. For each a in Si, let Nx denote the nerve of the covering a, so that each

vertex v of the finite polytope Nx corresponds to an element F„ of a. For each

a, we choose a canonical mapping px of X0 into Nx.

For each e > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that if a e SI with mesh (a) = supKea

diam(F) < <5, then there exists a continuous map qx of Nx into X0 such that

the mapping qx o px moves each point of X0 at most e and is e-homotopic to

tXo the identity map of X0- For a given s > 0, we choose such a mapping ^

for each a with mesh < <5, where s will be specified at a later point of the proof.

Let N'x be the closed subcomplex of Nx of all simplexes of Nx all of whose

vertices correspond to elements F of a whose stars in a axe contained in

Xy — Me(X0 — Xx) where Me(S) is the e-neighborhood of S in X0. Then qx

maps N'x into Xx and we may form the mapping

L-K - iv.

given by

/« = P«°/°fa,|Ar'«).

Let Nx be the closed subcomplex of Nx of all simplexes all of whose vertices

correspond to elements F of a which intersect Me(X2).

We verify the following facts about fx, N'x, and Nx if e > 0 is sufficiently

small and a e Si is sufficiently fine :

(1) /am is defined on K, /«"TO c K and

(where Int(A^') is the interior of Nx with respect to N'x);

(2) Nx lies in the interior of N'x;

(3) fx mapping \Jf=o (ff)J(N'x) into Nx is homologically trivial since it is

the composition of a homologically trivial map hx into X2 with the map px of

^2 into Nx. Here we may take hx = /o ^Z^"-1 s /mo ^.

Using (1), (2), and (3), we have essentially reduced the proof of Theorem 10

to the case when X0, Xx, and X2 axe finite polytopes. We now perform a further

reduction by replacing /„ by another mapping gx of N'x into Nx where gx is a

simplicial mapping of one barycentric subdivision Br(Nx) into another BS(NX)

such that

(10 £ is defined  on N'x, gam(K) c Wî

(2') ^m(lj7=o(^)W)) c Int(K');
(30 g™ mapping IJ^q1 (g¿J'(K) into < is homologically trivial;

(4) gJx, Oájáw-lj is a simplicial map from the barycentric subdivision

of Nx to another.
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We set

Ax = 1j   (g¿(K).
j = o

By property (4), Aa is a finite union of simplexes and hence an absolute neigh-

borhood retract. By property (1'), ga maps Aa into Aa. By property (3'), ga is

a homologically trivial map of Aa into Aa.

Lemma (2.1) (Lemma 1 of [3]). If A is a compact absolute neighborhood retract,

f a continuous self-mapping of A such that fm is homologically trivial, then

f has a fixed point on A.

Proof of Lemma (2.1). Since 0 = (/"%s = (/*,)"" for s ^ 1, we know that

tr(/*s) = 0 for s 2: 1. Since (/"%s is the identity on one generator of H0(A),

zero on the rest, tr(/0) «■ 1. Hence A(/) = 1 and / has a fixed point by the Lef-

schetz fixed point theorem.

Proof of Theorem 10 completed. By Lemma (2.1), gx has a fixed point in Aa

which must lie in Na. If wx is such a fixed point, w and fa(wa) must lie in the

same simplex of Na. Hence if xa = ga(wa),

distixa,gafaiwj) = iga o pa)(f(xa))

is at most at distance e from f(xa). Hence if 3 mes (a) < b , we have

dist(xa,f(xa)) < 2s.

Since e > 0 can be made arbitrarily small, there must exist a fixed point x0 of

/on X2 (since all the fixed points xa constructed above lie in the 3s-neighborhood

of X2 in X0). Q.E.D.

Definition (2.1). Let X be a topological space, f a continuous self-mapping

of X. Then f is said to be locally compact if each point x of X has a neighbor-

hood   Nx    in    X   such    that   f(Nx)    is    relatively   compact    in   X.

Theorem 11. Let X be a topological space, fa locally compact self-mapping

of X. Suppose that X has an imbedding j in a space Y such thatj(X) is a retract

of Y which for each compact subset K of Y there exist sets Ay and A2 in Y con-

taining K where Ay is compact and acyclic while A2 is a compact absolute

neighborhood retract. Suppose that for some integer m ^ l,fm(X) is relatively

compact in X.

Then f has a fixed point in X.

Proof of Theorem 11. We may assume without loss of generality that X is a

subset of Y" and j is the injection map of X into Y. We may also assume without

loss of generality that X = Y since if r is the retraction map of Y onto X, then

the self-mapping g=jofo r of y satisfies all the hypotheses imposed on /and

has the same fixed points as /.
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Since f"iX) is relatively compact in X, its closure K0 in X is compact. So is

m-l

K = IJ Á^o)
j = o

and we see that fiK) <= K.

Since we are assuming that X = Y, it follows from the hypothesis of Theorem

11 that there exists a compact acyclic set Ay in X which contains iC. Let

m-l

¿i = U/^i)-
J=0

Since A'y is compact and / is a locally compact mapping, there exists a neigh-

borhood U of A\ in X such that/(IT) is contained in a compact subset K'ofX.

By the hypothesis of Theorem 11, there exists a compact absolute neighborhood

retract A2 in X which contains A[ U K'.

We now apply Theorem 10 taking X0 = X2, Xy = A2 Csf~l(A2) and con-

sidering the mapping fy of Xy into Z0 obtained by restricting / to f~1iA2)(~,A2

and taking the restricted mapping as a mapping into A2. We set X3 = Ay. Since

/m(X) <zzAy, it will certainly follow that/7 will map the domain of/f into y^.

We note that Ay lies in the domain of/™ since/-'maps ^ into A2 for all; g m.

Furthermore, the domain of fy contains Ay in its interior since

Ay cz U n A2 c /_1(v42)   n ¿2

and U t~\A2is open in ^42 • Let [/•, be the interior of the domain of /x. Then

for each / with Ozij z^m — l

fl~\Uy)

is open in ,42 and contains Ay. Hence

m-l

Ay  cz   f)f-JiUy)
/-o

where P)7=o/i K^i) is an °Pen subset of the domain of f™. Hence Ay lies in

the interior of the domain of f™.

Let X2 be a compact subset of the domain of/f which contains Ay = X3 in

its interior. Then the family (X0, 2^, X2, Z3, /t) satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 10 so that/i has a fixed point in X2. Since ft is a restriction of/,/has

a fixed point in X. Q.E.D.

We now obtain some specializations of Theorem 11:

Theorem 12.   Let X be one of the following spaces:

(1)   X = E — [JyYy, where E is an infinite dimensional Banach space, {Yy}

a locally finite family of mutually disjoint open balls of E.
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(2) X = S(E) — \^Jy Yy, where S(E) is the unit sphere in an infinite-dimensional

Banach space E, {Yy} a locally finite family of mutually disjoint open subsets

of S(E) such that for each y there exists a homeomorphism hy of Yy on an open

ball D(Ey) in an infinite-dimensional Banach space Ey which can be extended

to a homeomorphism of 7y on the closed ball mapping Yy homeomorphically

on S(Ey).

(3) X = D(E) — \JyYy, where D(E) is the open (or closed) unit ball in an

infinite-dimensional Banach space E and Yy is a mutually disjoint locally

finite family of open subsets of D(E) of the same type as in (2).

Let f be a locally compact self-mapping of X such that for some m ^ 1, fm(X)

is relatively compact in X.

Then f has a fixed point in X.

Proof of Theorem 12. It suffices by Theorem 11 to show that each of the types

of spaces X of Theorem 12 can be imbedded as a retract of a convex subset of

a Banach space which is either open or closed. We apply the theorem of Dugundji

[9] that in an infinite-dimensional Banach space E, S(E) is a retract of the closed

unit ball D(E). Hence E, D(E) and S(E) all satisfy the conditions of Theorem 11.

Let X0 be one of these and let X = X0 — [_Jy Y} where {Yy} is a family satisfying

the conditions of (2) of the hypothesis of Theorem 12. By Dugundji's theorem,

there exists a retraction of Yy u Yy on Yy and hence a retraction of X0 on X.

Since a retract of a retract is a retract, our proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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